OVERVIEW

VMware, we believe that software has the power to unlock new opportunities for people and our planet. We look beyond the barriers of compromise to engineer new ways to make technologies work together seamlessly. Our cloud, mobility, and security software form a flexible, consistent digital foundation for securely delivering the apps, services and experiences that are transforming business innovation around the globe. At the core of what we do are our people who deeply value execution, passion, integrity, customers, and community. Shape what’s possible today at http://careers.vmware.com.

Roles and Responsibilities
VMware is seeking a highly motivated QE Engineer for Data Protection Test organization in Palo Alto with strong technical background, experience in hardware and software test methodologies and test automation. The Engineer will be responsible for delivering highly reliable, scalable and high value solutions. In this role, the engineer will work closely with other team members to innovate and come up with 'best practices' for Data protection and System Test organization.

Roles and Responsibilities
• Learn new features and technologies enabled with VMware products and Data Protection.
• Review functional specifications and design documents.
• Develop test plans and test design specs for testing and delivering high quality VMware products.
• Setup test environments; help with reproduction of product issues, work with partners to drive resolution of issues, verification of fixes for these issues.
• Work closely with development teams to resolve defects in a timely manner.
• Automate tests using Java.
• Participate in design and code reviews.
• Maintain current hands-on knowledge of the VMware product line, specifically Cloud related solutions such as: vSphere, vCenter
Education and Qualifications
Requirements
• 1+ years of hands on experience as a quality engineer in testing enterprise applications
• BS/MS in computer science or equivalent
• Linux/Unix systems administration with strong understanding of storage and networking technologies is preferred
• Must have automation experience with Java and scripting experience with Python/Perl, along with working knowledge of automation frameworks.
• Strong knowledge of VMware virtualization products is a plus
• Must have strong analytical and problem solving skills
• Must be a strong team player
• Must have excellent communication and organization skills
• Self-motivated, be able to work independently and fast learner

Education
• BS/MS in Computer Science/ Engineering or related fields

Preferred Skills

How to Apply